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legislation, e.g. the Enemy. Property Act, 1953, ss. 1-3, relating to the
making or withholding of payments and other dealings with property
since the outbreak of war in 1939, Acts validating void marriages,
the Building Societies Act,. 1939, s. 3 v validating advances made by
buildiTijfsocieties in excess of their powers. Retrospective laws are,
however, "prima facie of questionable policy and contrary to the
general principle that legislation by which the conduct of mankind is
to be regulated ought, when introduced for the first time, to deal with
future acts and ought not to change the character of past transactions
carried on upon the faith of the then existing law. Accordingly the
court will not ascribe retrospective force to new laws affecting rights
unless by express words or necessary implication it appears that sued
was the intention of the legislature." V Retrospective laws may no^
only confirm irregular acts but also make void and punish what was
lawful when done. In this category fell ActS^of Attaio$er ^nd in
modern times taxation is occasionally imposed with retrospective
operation to penalise widespread evasion which, though lawful
i when practised has violated the general intention of the legislature,
,i Such Acts may be described as ex post facto laws rather than as
Retrospective laws.
Legislative supremacy means that the validity of an Act of Parlia-
ment cannot be questioned by the courts which are bound to accept
as law the validity of all parliamentary enactments.2 If Parliament
made it a criminal offence for a Frenchman to smoke in the streets of
Paris, the Act would not be enforced by the French courts, but an
English court could enforce it against a Frenchman who came to
this country and was prosecuted under it. The legislative supremacy
of the Parliament of the United Kingdom (the Imperial Parliament)
formerly extended throughout the King's dominions
and the Colonies) and was applied by British courts in pf^ti&QtOrates
and those foreign countries in which the Crown exercises jurisdic-
tion.8 There was, however, a convention that Parliament should not
legislate for a self-governing Dominion except at the request and
with the consent of that Dominion. This convention was enacted as
law by section 4 of the Statute of Westminster, 1931. 4 Dofigjhis
en§ctment limit the legislative supremacy of ParliamenJ? TTie
question may be Framed ^differently: Would the courts recognise
the validity of a statute passed in contravention of section 4 of the
Statute of Westminster? Or can Parliament repeal the section ? In
strict legal theory an affirmative answer can be given to both these
1	Willes, J., in Phillips v. Eyre (1870), L.R. 6 Q.B. 1 ;  K, A L. 492, at p. 499
2	"If an Act of Parliament has been obtained improperly, it is for the legis-
lature to correct it by repealing it; but, so long as it exists as law,*$he courts
are bound to enforce it."— Lee v. Bude and Torrington Rly, Co. (1871), L.R,
6 C.P.,577, atp. 582.	r*— "-*»  „„.	.„ — . .....
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